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 Developed by the award-winning composer and arranger Graham Johnson and produced by Fudge Factor Recordings, the choir offers a versatile palette of phrases and a broad scope of vocal styles, from soprano and mezzo to alto and baritone. The choir’s style is impeccable and refined. Brimming with warmth and texture, it possesses a strong, rhythmic drive that contributes greatly to its orchestral
character. The Venus Symphonic Womens Choir includes eight vocal parts ranging from lyric soprano to baritone and is always in service of the music. The Venus Symphonic Womens Choir includes eight vocal parts ranging from lyric soprano to baritone and is always in service of the music. The choir features male and female parts played by some of the most highly regarded male and female
orchestral instrumentalists and featured artists from around the world, including Britain, the US, Japan, and Europe. The female choral parts are played by women from around the world, and the male parts are played by men from around the world. A program note tells the story of the choir: The female choruses were developed out of a desire to record an album of choral music which would be

equally as ambitious as The Heart of England Symphony Orchestra’s highly successful foray into solo choral music. The goal is for the collection of choruses to be strong, effective and first rate, and for it to be competitive with other large-scale choral projects. However, we didn’t want to produce an album that was just good, because it would just be an expensive rarity. The aim was to produce an
album that would be considered a work of art in its own right, and that would be as richly textured as a choral piece of the same size and scope, made up of choruses of exquisite musical style, recorded on a par with the quality of The Heart of England’s recording. We believe we have achieved that. You can hear a sample of the choir here. The choir’s samples were recorded with the BBC National

Orchestra of Wales at the BBC Cardiff in October 2014 and were mixed by Eamon O'Sullivan at The Magic Shop. The choir is produced by Fudge Factor Recordings. Fudge Factor has recorded albums for trombone/choir collaboration albums by Thomaskantor Peter Wolf (the ABC Choir and Thom 82157476af
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